
Give your drivers the power to navigate confidently and safely with Platform Science Navigation. You’ll find 
truck-safe, turn-by-turn routing designed for commercial trucks of all sizes. Routes are built to get drivers to 
your customers on the fastest and safest routes possible. 

PLATFORM SCIENCE 
NAVIGATION

Connect with us to see PS Navigation in action and learn how your fleet can stay safe and 
compliant on the road ahead. 

Help drivers and planners build more efficient and affordable 
routes with custom points of interest. Get granular with the 
ability to call out specific loading dock locations and other 
details with latitudinal and longitudinal inputs. 

Create custom points of interest

Build smarter routes over time by analyzing trip data 
including average speed, miles traveled and trip 
duration.

Access post trip reporting

Modify your fleet’s maps to include “no-go” zones using 
our avoids feature.

Customize your fleets routesKeep drivers’ eyes on the road and off their screens with turn-
by-turn visuals, lane guidance, voice guidance, and night mode.

Focus on the road ahead

Keep trucks on the right roads for their type with profiles 
based on height, weight, length, axel count, and more.

Build dynamic truck profiles
Receive real-time traffic and weather alerts and 
monitor speed violations based on thresholds you set. 
Our speed widget tracks speed and informs drivers 
when they’ve exceeded the limits.

Stay road & weather ahead

View HOS and other load data directly in the PS Navigation 
application to prevent app-switching while on the go.

Integrate with PS Workflow
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Ensure you route correctly with vehicle profiles. 
Build your profile with pre-built or custom data 
and add hazmat details with ease. 

Vehicle configuration

Have a preferred fuel stop? Make it easy to track 
with the favorites feature. Add your favorite places 
for quick access to places you frequent. 

Favorite places

Connect with us to see PS Navigation in action and learn how your fleet can stay safe and 
compliant on the road ahead. 

Create routes with multiple stops, rearrange stops, or search 
for destinations such as fuel. It’s easy to build your own routes 
on the fly or receive routes from PS Workflow. 

Route creation

Feature Spotlights
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